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Context
Two of the Policy Project cross-agency groups had been working on areas that 
needed to be aligned. The Policy Quality Working group was thinking about what 
would be in a future focused policy toolkit. Meanwhile the People Capability 
Insights group has been thinking about foundation policy skills, knowledge and 
training (practice, gaps and options). We had a ‘chicken and egg’ challenge – what 
comes first, the toolbox (the what) or the skills and training (the who and the 
how)?

The Policy Project team concluded that the best way of approaching this 
challenge was to bring the two groups together (along with some other ‘wise 
heads’) to co-design a prototype policy skills framework. 

We started with 61 cards with various policy related knowledge, skills and 
behaviors (relationship skills) that had been identified in various Policy Project 
forums as being important parts of the repertoire of high-performing policy 
analysts and advisors – from entry level to senior leader. We split into 2 groups 
and sorted the cards into three categories based on three questions. We then 
came together to create a composite prototype policy skills framework.

Fundamental 
knowledge
What do we need 
to know?

Applied 
skills
What do we need 
to do?

Relationship 
skills
How do we need to 
work with others?



Card sorting and debating…
Group 1 Group 2
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Co-creating a composite Policy Skills Framework 

Our composite prototype policy skills framework – in the rough
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The prototype Policy Skills Framework – with design elements 
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Group Discussion – how might we use a policy skills framework?



Group Discussion – how might we use a policy skills framework?

An agreed system wide policy skills framework (especially with levels of skill/competence defined) 
could be used:

• By Individuals – as a ‘calling card’ and way of describing their skills and knowledge base,
relative strengths and desired development

• By Managers – to build a team based on the collective strengths and skills mix of
individuals in the team (and gaps to be filled)

• In Recruitment – defining a more useful skills profile than we currently have in generic
competency requirements and position descriptions.

The group confirmed that a skills framework that is specific to policy would fill a current gap. 
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Next steps…
To deliver a high level policy skills framework that can 
be used as a tool for individual development, team 
planning and recruitment we need to:

• Iterate the first prototype – reduce the number of
components and attempt to further
theme/categorise the skills, identify any gaps

• Describe each component and level of expertise
eg. novice to expert

• Road test in volunteer agencies

We will be calling on individuals and agencies to 
continue this co-design journey….signal your interest 
to:

Policy.project@dpmc.govt.nz

The Policy Project thanks the people who shared 
their expertise and insights to create this first 
prototype. 
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Ministry of Education

Kevin Guerin 
Ministry for the 
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Ministry of Education

Sarah Metwell
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